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Apple News!
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Apple News
•A vintage Apple-1 computer signed by Apple co-founder 

Steve Wozniak sold for more than $340,100 at auction


•Apple co-founder Steve Jobs has been posthumously 
awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the highest 
civilian honor in the United States


•Apple TV+ received 51 nominations at the 2022 
Primetime Emmy awards, led by Ted Lasso and the sci-fi 
workplace drama Severance
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Xfinity Modem Upgrade
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New Modem
• I received an email from Comcast/Xfinity saying they were 

going to increase my internet speed from 400Mbs to 600Mbs 
for free


•But in order to do this, they said I had to upgrade my modem


• The new modem was free as long as I did a self install and 
returned the old modem


• They provided a web site to order the new modem and a self 
install kit with the modem and appropriate cables was 
delivered to my house within a few days
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New Modem
• I replaced the old modem and tried to get the new modem 

installed using the xfinity app on my iPhone


• Frustration #1: It would not work until I figured out you had 
to turn on cellular data on the app


• Frustration #2: Then after installation, I kept losing internet 
access intermittently


• It turned out coincidentally that xfinity was having issues in 
the neighborhood
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New Modem
• The self install is fairly easy if you’re 

comfortable with technology


•Note: Xfinity will do the install for you, but 
will charge for the service call


•After the install, I now routinely have 
approximately 700Mbs download and 
25Mbs upload speeds and everything 
seems to be working fine
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Tech at Sea
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Tech at Sea
•We went on a cruise in May on Royal Caribbean’s Oasis of 

the Seas going out of Bayonne, NJ


• The Oasis of the Seas is the 4th largest cruise ship in the 
world, only behind it’s sister ships in size

Nassau



Tech at Sea
• I’m beginning to wonder how anyone can get along without a 

smartphone today


•On previous cruises, I used to put the iPhone in airplane 
mode, and only used the phone as a camera


• For this ship, Royal Carribean had a phone app that was 
used for everything 


•Your phone was your interface for everything that was 
happening on the ship
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Prior to the Cruise
•You competed your entire checkin using the app


•You provided all relevant personal information (name, 
address, emergency contacts, etc…)


•You scanned your passport using the app


•You uploaded your Covid vaccination records and had them 
pre-approved


•You picked your boarding time


•You signed up and paid for any excursions
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Prior to the Cruise
•You took selfies within the app that were uploaded and 

eventually used by the ships security


•You signed up for internet, dining, and drink/dining packages 
(if desired)


•Once on-board, you completed your safety briefings using 
the app from anyplace on the ship (including your room)


•You only had to check in at your emergency assembly station 
(to prove you knew where it was) to complete the safety 
requirements
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On Board
• The app served as a map to the ship and ship’s activities


•Daily activities, times, and locations were listed in the app


•Reservations to all shows, specialty dining, and special 
activities was done thru the app


• It provided a personal itinerary with any activities or 
reservations you signed up for on that day 


•All menu’s were listed in the app for any dining facility


•You could download photos from the ship’s photographers
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Tech at Sea
•You could view all charges you incurred on the ship as soon 

as they happened


•You could also use the app to send messages to others in 
your party (extra charge)


•At the end of the cruise, you picked the time you wished to 
leave the ship


•Could you do all this without the app?


•Probably, but your life would be a lot more complicated and 
you’d have to stand in line at customer service stations
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iPhone 13 Pro Max
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iPhone 13 Pro Max
•Before our cruise, I upgraded my iPhone to the 13 Pro Max


• I had wanted to upgrade earlier, but it was difficult to find 
any in stock


• I got the grey 256GB model from the Apple Store


• They helped download my data from my old phone and 
transferred my phone number for me


• I chose this model due to the larger screen size and the 
additional camera features
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iPhone 13 Pro Max
• I got the grey because that was the only color in stock at 

the time


•Since I use a folio case, the color is really not very 
important to me as you can barely see it


• It has a 3X telephoto lens (New with the 13 pro models), 
previous models have a 2X telephoto lens


• It also has a Wide and UltraWide lenses (.5X/1X)


•And it has Macro capability for extreme closeups
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iPhone 13 Pro Max
• iPhone 13 Pro is also great in low light!


• The Wide camera adds a wider aperture and the largest 
sensor so far in an iPhone 


• The phone uses it’s LiDAR Scanner for Night mode 
portraits, resulting in much better focus and clarity 


• The Ultra Wide also has a wider aperture and a faster 
sensor


•And the Telephoto lens now has Night mode
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iPhone 13 Pro Max
•My conclusions so far:


• I like the larger screen, but it is more awkward and heavier 
to carry (It’s a tradeoff)


• I love the 3X zoom, and low light capabilities of the 
camera


• I’ve think I’m going to really like the Macro capability, but 
to be honest, I’ve just started playing with it


•Bottom line, I really like the new phone!
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iOS Control Center
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iOS Control Center
• The iOS Control Center gives you instant access to useful 

controls and apps


• The Control Center can be set up to be accessed from the lock 
screen, any home screen, or while using an app


• To open Control Center:


•On most iPads, or an iPhone with Face ID: Swipe down from 
the top-right edge (swipe up from the bottom to close)


•On some older iPads, or an iPhone with a Home button: Swipe 
up from the bottom (swipe down or press the Home button to 
close)
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iOS Control Center
•You can add, remove, or rearrange controls/

apps from the Settings app (Settings>Control 
Center)


•Hit the “-“ to remove a control or the “+” to 
add an item


• Touch and hold the gray lines icon (  ) 
and move the controls in the order that you 
want them to appear
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iOS Control Center
•Many controls offer additional options it you touch and hold 

a control 


• Touch and hold the top-left group of controls


• Then tap and hold to view the AirDrop, Wi-Fi, and 
Bluetooth options


•You can touch and hold  the camera icon to get options 
to: take a selfie, take a photo, or record a video


•Homework:  Try touching and holding other control center 
icons to see what other controls have additional options
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Useful Controls
•Calculator app: and if you rotate your device to landscape 

it turns into a scientific calculator


•Code Scanner: Use your camera to scan a QR code and 
quickly access websites


•Portrait Orientation Lock: Keep your screen from rotating 
when you move your device


• Flashlight: Turn the LED flash on your camera into a 
flashlight (Touch and hold the flashlight to adjust the 
brightness)
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Useful Controls
•Screen Mirroring: Stream music, photos, and video to 

Apple TV or any other AirPlay-enabled device


•Screen Recording: Tap to record your screen (touch and 
hold and tap Microphone Audio to turn your device's 
microphone on to capture sound as you record)


• Text Size: Tap, then drag the slider up or down to make the 
text on your device larger or smaller


•Notes: Quickly jot down an idea, create a checklist, sketch, 
and more
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Magnifier
•One of the more useful apps you can have in the Control 

Center is the Magnifier which basically turns your iPhone 
into a magnifying glass 


• This is especially useful in reading small print on objects


•You can adjust the zoom, the brightness, or contrast


•You can use the flashlight if you need more light


•You can freeze a single frame or freeze multiple frames 
then use pinch and zoom to examine the frame
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Using Magnifier
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Mac Control Center
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Mac Control Center
•Control Center on the Mac is relatively new and brings menu bar 

items such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and Sound together in a single place 


•You can also get additional controls such as Focus, AirDrop, etc


• To view Control Center, click the Control Center icon  in the menu bar


•Click an item in Control Center to see additional controls for that item 


• For example, click Wi-Fi to choose from a list of nearby networks, 
click Sound to choose an audio device, or click Display to see 
options for Dark Mode, Night Shift, or True Tone


•And if you prefer an item to appear on its own in the menu bar, just 
drag it from Control Center to the menu bar
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Mac Control Center
• To customize Control Center, choose Apple menu:  > System 

Preferences, then click Dock & Menu Bar


•Select an item in the sidebar, and use the controls to choose whether 
to show the item in the menu bar, in Control Center, or both


•While some items always appear in Control Center, other items, such 
as Accessibility Shortcuts, Battery, and Fast User Switching, can be 
added or removed as desired


•Some items, such as Do Not Disturb and Sound, can be set to show in 
the menu bar always or only when active


• The preview area on the right shows the fixed position of each item in 
Control Center 
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Mac Control Center
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There are two kinds of air travel in the 
United States, first class and third world



Mail Distribution Lists
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Mail Distribution Lists
•Groups or Distribution lists allow you to send mail to 

multiple people without entering each person’s address


• I use Groups for:


•Apple Users Group


•RSVP communications (Users and administrators)


• Family members


• I use the Mac contracts app to add groups and add/
remove group members so they are always up-to-date
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Mail Distribution Lists
• The good news is, if you create a group distribution list on 

the Mac, you can use it on the iOS Mail app


•Unfortunately, if you don’t have a Mac, the iOS Contacts 
app doesn’t allow you to create group distribution lists


•However, you can create a group distribution list on 
iCloud.com and use it in iOS


•Once the group is created, just enter the group name into 
the “To:” mail field 
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Mission Control
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Mission Control
•Mission Control is an feature that helps you organize the 

windows on your Mac 


•You can use the Mission Control app to create additional 
desktops, called Spaces, which can be thought of as the 
equivalent to having multiple monitors


•When you work in a Space, only the windows that are in 
that Space are shown


•You can put different groups of applications in their own 
Spaces (ex: applications you use for work vs home)
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Mission Control
• To enter or leave Mission Control:


• From a trackpad: Swipe up using three fingers (To leave, 
swipe down)


• From a Magic Mouse: Double tap the surface with 2 fingers


• From a keyboard: To enter or leave, press “Control-Up 
Arrow” or the Mission Control key (usually F3 or F9)


•Note: You can turn off or change the trackpad gesture in 
Trackpad preferences and you can change the keyboard 
shortcut in Mission Control preferences
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Mission Control
•Once you are in Mission Control:


•You can add a new Space by hitting the “+” symbol


•Or, you can move to another Space by clicking the Space 
you want


•Also when you put an app in Full Screen mode, it will create 
it’s own Space


• If you drag a Full Screen app onto another Full Screen app, 
you will go into Split Screen mode with the 2 apps side by 
side
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Mission Control

Spaces Bar
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Spaces
•Once you have multiple spaces you can move between 

them without going to Mission Control:


•On a Trackpad: swipe left or right with 3 or 4 fingers 
(Depending on your Trackpad settings in system 
preferences)


•On a Magic Mouse: swipe left or right with two fingers


•Press the Control key and the Right or Left arrow key
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Spaces
•You can also pre-assign the Space/Desktop you want to 

use for a specific app


• Just right click an app in the Dock, and select “Options”, 
then “Assign to:”


• This Desktop: The app will always open in that specific 
desktop


•All Desktops:  The app will be visible in all desktops


•None:  The app will open in the current space (default)
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Spaces
•Assigning apps to specific spaces can be very useful


• I reserve a space for Zoom or FaceTime calls (I like them in 
a space with no other apps)


•You could assign spaces to certain activities depending on 
your workflow:


•Creating a news letter (Pages and Photos)


•Apps you use for work


•A space for Mail and Safari
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Use a Memoji as AppleID Picture 
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Memoji
•You can set your AppleID picture to your favorite Memoji


•Besides being fun, it has the added benefit of preventing 
your real face from appearing everywhere


•Your profile picture syncs across your Apple devices, and 
will display when you’re texting in the Messages app or any 
app which uses your Apple ID picture (Contacts, Settings, 
etc…)


•Obviously, before you start, you’ll need to create a Memoji 
on your favorite Apple device
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Memoji
•Once you’ve created a Memoji, open the “Settings” app and 

go to the “Messages” section


•Select “Share Name and Photo”


• Turn on the toggle for “Name and Photo Sharing”


•Under “Share Automatically,” select “Contacts Only” if you 
want to share your new photo with just your contacts 
automatically


•Enter the name you wish to display and tap “Edit”, or “Add 
Photo” 
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Memoji
•Next, under the “Memoji” section, select a Memoji or tap 

on “See More” to view more options


•Select the Memoji and the pose you wish to use


•Bonus Tip:  If you select the camera icon, your Memoji will 
take on whatever pose you make in the camera (Only 
works with a phone with FaceID)


•Next select the background color and “Done”


• That’s it!
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10 Useful Watch Tips
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How to Scan Text To Notes



Scan Text To Notes
•Normally when you scan using your iPhone, it produces a 

picture


•However, there is a feature in Notes that allows you to scan just 
the text


• Just open the Notes app, tap the camera icon, and tap "Scan 
Text" 


•Move your device until you see the text you wish to scan


• Tap the insert button and that’s it!


• The "Scan Text" shortcut is also available in the Reminders app
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Scan Text To Notes
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Questions?
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